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Comments by Dr. Masse in the editorial titled ”The 

Buteyko Technique: Fake News or No News?”1 , overlook 

an increasing body of evidence supporting the therapeutic 

role of breathing re-education in the management of ob-

structive sleep apnea. 

  

The basic tenets of breathing re-education include: 

 

• Determining chemosensitivity to carbon dioxide 

using breath hold time 

• Restoring nasal breathing on a permanent basis 

• Adopting correct tongue resting posture 

• Slowing the respiratory rate towards normal 

• Restoring diaphragmatic function 

• Achieving normal minute ventilation 

 

Traditionally, obstructive sleep apnea was primarily 

regarded as an anatomical issue quantified by pharyngeal 

critical closing pressure (Pcrit). Recently, three non-ana-

tomical traits have been recognised as contributory fac-

tors.2 These include loop gain, arousal threshold and upper 

airway recruitment. Eckert et al. reported that 69% of OSA 

patients have one or more predisposing physiological 

traits.3   

Oral breathing during sleep is six times more likely to 

occur in individuals over 40 years of age,4 affects resting 

tongue posture as the tongue falls into the airway,5 causes 

upper chest breathing and reduces pharyngeal airway 

space. Conversely, nasal breathing provides greater recruit-

ment of the diaphragm,6 and increases lung volume to 

cause stiffening of the tracheal wall to help prevent col-

lapse of the upper airways.7  

Aside from anatomical compromise, ‘elevated’ loop 

gain is arguably the strongest determinant of OSA, with ap-

proximately one third of OSA patients having high loop 

gain.8 A high loop gain helps to predict favourable out-

comes to non-anatomical interventions and an unfavoura-

ble outcome to anatomical interventions such as oral appli-

ances or surgery.8 Individuals with high loop gain have an 

exaggerated response to minimal changes of carbon diox-

ide and experience excessive ventilation upon resumption 

of breathing. This causes hypocapnia, reducing the neural 

drive to breathe and thus, contributing to perpetuating ap-

neas.7  

High loop gain during sleep can be estimated by 

simply measuring the length of time that subjects can vol-

untarily hold their breath.8 This forms part of breathing re-

education and provides useful feedback of the chemosensi-

tivity to carbon dioxide. Furthermore, breathing re-educa-

tion involving slow breathing depresses the hypercapnic re-

sponse to reduce loop gain.9   

The third phenotype is arousal threshold, which is the 

propensity to wake from sleep. Breathing through the nose 

during sleep improves arousal threshold, as sleep becomes 

deeper.10 Aside from sedatives, slow breathing through the 

nose improves arousal threshold.11   

The final phenotype, upper airway recruitment, is the 

magnitude of stimuli required to recruit upper airway dila-

tor muscles. Approximately 30% of persons with OSA 

have poor muscle responsiveness to airway narrowing dur-

ing sleep.2 Nasal breathing harnesses the gas nitric oxide, 

which plays a role in the maintenance of muscle tone and 

regulation of neuromuscular pathways in the pharyngeal 

muscles.5 

In summary, individuals with obstructive sleep apnea 

commonly breathe orally, resulting in fast, shallow breath-

ing using the upper chest. Abnormal breathing during sleep 

will affect all four phenotypes of sleep apnea. Breathing re-

education to restore nasal, slow and diaphragmatic breath-

ing offers a therapeutic intervention to all patients with 

sleep apnea, regardless of phenotype.    
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